
In the unprecedented global universal deceit times,if you could pay some support,
Japan could success INDEPENDENT REVOLUTION from the brutal USA.
After the war,they still has been keeping the invisible military occupation regime in Japan.Our imminent aim

is exposing threatening methods by the outlaw US.US violated the United Nations Charter Law ratified by

themselves.They employed following tools to rule Japan for exploiting outlaw profits. 2023/5/3,13

❶Earthquake weapon,❷lawless political terror❸lawless political police suppression.

    USA the Autocratic Ruling based on Outstanding Military Power.
NAZIS was created to defeat Jew theism revolutionist by German American.After the war ,NAZIS
person & technology was secretly imported to US establishing CIA-military industry complex.
Now US is well camouflaged NAZIS reincarnated nation ruling almost the world.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
⑴Their ideology is Supremacism due to kingdom Prussia feudalism ruling.
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
⑵Fake and terror machine CIA the Rockfeller’s private military is one at peace time.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699
⑶Outstanding economic prosperity with hedonism cover up the injustice ruling with fake.
Actual America by American Exceptionalism.
https://www.unz.com/lromanoff/american-exceptionalism/
⑷Why did War become "public project" in US, what is history of "war is profitable".
"Military expansion" was a means to shut in two enemies, inside and outside.
https://jbpress.ismedia.jp/articles/-/74965
CEO of GE in 1946,“Today, the challenge facing America is how to defeat the Soviet Union
as an external enemy and the Workers as an internal enemy.”
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-04-28-americans-fear-government-spying-pessimistic-future.html#

American general are enemy of the enemy,so they are friends of us.Let’s go together !!.

   ❶ HAARP Earthquake Weapon the Top Threatening Tool against Japan,
and also All the Nation hated by US in the WORLD.
⑴The historical political terror by earthquake weapon in,Haiti, Japan,Turkey-Syria.
Japan has been LDP dictatorship nation,except following rare periods with Big Earthquakes,
LDP(liberal democrat party)is puppet one strongly operated by CIA(the Unification Church,...).
⒜2010Haiti_earthquake<HAARP Facility was located in 600km Pueruto Rico→APPENDIX_1>
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake
⒝2011/3/11.North east Japan Big Earthquake. period of Democrats party government.
⒞1995/1/17.Hanshin-Awaji-Big Earthquake. period of Japan socialist party government.
⒟HAARP was once debated in the Parliament,so they had known the threat.Not only
political reforming movements,but also anyone who act big demerit of US are to face
threatening by HAAP.Especially Japan is the most frequent natural earthquake nation
(almost everyday as for weaker one).So they could become too nervous even for delusional
earthquakes.

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699
https://www.unz.com/lromanoff/american-exceptionalism/
https://jbpress.ismedia.jp/articles/-/74965
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-04-28-americans-fear-government-spying-pessimistic-future.html#
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake


⑵Threatening by brutal HAARP is hided by No Correct Understand of the Mechanism.
Turkey-Syria Earthquake: Is This An Act of Terror?
https://www.globalresearch.ca/turkey-syria-earthquake-act-terror/5807763
The political circumstance strongly indicates terror,while physical evidence is confused now.
Conspiracy theory posts about US antenna facilities spread in the wake of Turkey earthquake
https://www.arabnews.jp/article/middle-east/article_85873/
http://777true.net/2023-Turkey%E2%80%93Syria-Earthquake-the-VICTIMS-by-USA.pdf
Earthquake weapon by electromagnetic wave??.While,many can understand earthquake by
strong underground bomb explosion,yes,such weapon attacked by sea floor explosion, actually
employed 2011/3/11 the Big Earthquake in north-east Japan destroying Fukushima NPs.

The Hidden,but understandable Mechanism of Matter Implosion by Electrostatic Wave.
⒜molecular are bonded by electrostatic force(=ES),so destroying ES can be earthquake!
⒝Traveling ES wave=φ is radiated by alternate charge density=ρ....□φ＝－ρ/ε.
This is wave equation established by electromagnetic theory,note ion sphere are charge field.
⒞HAARP is strong EM beam radiator stimulating AC charge in ion sphere to radiate φ(ESW).
⒟Traveling φ toward earthquake epicenter causes its implosion triggering land slide.
this is entirely same mode of natural earthquake triggered by epicenter collapse.
☞:ordinal EM wave is strongly attenuated in underground or seafloor,while ESW is not !!

intensity ESW might be weak,however repeated scanning

EMW Beam Scanning can accumulate implosions toward landslide.

toward target epicenter ESW

* EMW=Eelectro Magnetic Wave. charge density wave

☞:possible epicenter position has previously been detected by many past experiences.
https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/special/saigai/natural-disaster/natural-disaster_06.html
Author is expert on ESW(B wave or scalar,charge density one),but not on HAARP itself. .
However,following facts were derived<these are expert oriented reports toward reexamination>
Charge Alternating by Plasma Oscillation Resonance
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J54-HAARP-Plasma-Oscillation-Mechanism.pdf

this is short term earthquake prediction by detecting advance sign of ES seismological phenomena.

http://www.777true.net/Short-Term-Earthquake-Prediction-by-Phenomena-of-Electro-Seismology.pdf

phased array radar Underground epic c center land slide

Ion Sphere Phased Array Radar(PAR)scan underground with ESW. Ion Sphere
thereby,PAR can hit epicenter toward earthquake.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/turkey-syria-earthquake-act-terror/5807763
https://www.arabnews.jp/article/middle-east/article_85873/
http://777true.net/2023-Turkey%E2%80%93Syria-Earthquake-the-VICTIMS-by-USA.pdf
https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/special/saigai/natural-disaster/natural-disaster_06.html
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J54-HAARP-Plasma-Oscillation-Mechanism.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Short-Term-Earthquake-Prediction-by-Phenomena-of-Electro-Seismology.pdf


⑶A circumstantial suspicion on MU radar<Kyoto University in Japan>.
https://www.rish.kyoto-u.ac.jp/mu/radar.html
Once author discussed on MU radar,when the researcher told despised lie on MU radar.
If it was righteous deed,the lie never be necessary,they hided the secret inconvenient.
Now author warn the electric power Co shut them down the power !!
 View from ion sphere far from MU position,it seems a spot,so radiation is spherical wave.
the fact is upside down,it’s strong beam of plane wave to modulate charge density=ρ. □φ＝－ρ/ε.

they had become to reject tel discussion on what author’s wish the kernel of destroying epicenter by

charge density wave(ESW).At that time,author requested also observer of parliamentarians.Kyoto

university also hide the completion of elementary particle theory=a big waste of national money.

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

    The Invisible Outlaw Crimes against Japanese Activists after the war.
At 1st,you should see below,in which,the lawless group with lawless police are discussed.
APPENDIX_2:Japan Ruling Structure the Coarsely Estimated Overview.

❷Lawless Political Terror for defending US outlaw profits by their outlaw ruling.
Those were all political terror against anti-US politician,journalists,public officers,and
activists in general by violence agents of Japanese Korean(JK),ultra rightists,JCP members
of special task,etc.JCP=Japan Communist Party.All of those are caused by will of USOM.

⑴The Asahi Shimbun Hanshin branch office shooting incident was released by the
police despite detection of the culprit due to intercepting by the CIA executive agency =
Unification Church related to Japanese political manipulation. At that time, the Asahi and the
Unification Church were strongly against each other! ! ! .
https://nikkan-spa.jp/1896010
https://sakisiru.jp/36718

⑵The Hidden Political -Journal Assassination without Punishment.
Political maneuvering by employing hatred motives is a common practice in the world of
espionage.This is a universal human problem that can be seen in Nazis, Israel, the Middle
East, Eastern Europe,South America, and Asia.
<US secretly employ JK terrorists who are really outlaws(no punishment)>.
On the entirely contrary,in now Japan,they has been being suffered by the absurd ruling of
US military occupation due to their deadly illegal crimes with invisible Korean subs.They has
entirely been searching Japanese non favorable against the absurd and brutal US ruling.
Assassinations against voicing opposition to US military bases.Japan has a lot of unsolved
criminal case in politics and media incidents,Many KJ engage gangster criminal organization
due to legal preferential KJ.

https://www.rish.kyoto-u.ac.jp/mu/radar.html
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
https://nikkan-spa.jp/1896010
https://sakisiru.jp/36718


Definitive proof of privilege for Koreans in Japan! !
Summary of the privileges of “Koreans in Japan”
https://ccce.web.fc2.com/zt.html
Ordinary foreigners living in Japan are forced to return to their home country after being
sentenced if they commit a serious crime.However KJ are not,but except for some special
cases such as crimes related to civil war, to foreign affairs, to diplomatic relations,
those who have been sentenced to imprisonment or worse for crimes against foreign heads
of state, diplomatic missions, or their embassies, KJ will be released to the general public.
This is the only extrajudicial privilege in the world.

⑶Kasumigaseki Religious Cult Aumu Shinrikyo Sarin Crime 1995
According to article by Takashi Tachibana(Bunshun)taught by a police official to author,
the police operated the internal spies and were familiar with Ohm's actions.They had known
coming terrific poison terror,but allowed their unprecedented crime.The victims were terrific, later
the Commissioner of the National Police Agency,T.Kunimatsu, was shot and the culprit was
unknown.It may be that”also I bet similar risk”, Six years after the crime, the major event
occurred that changed the coming history by 9/11 in US by a religious cult Al Qaeda. Domestic
CIA-U.S. Occupation Forces could not be ignorant of such crime. From the standpoint of them
with Japan police, the story may be upside down.Asahara's master is the top of Agonshu, and
judging from his master's career, a member of “the police friend's society”? In this crime, there is
a story that the poison Soman was also sprayed, which even Ω himself tilted his head. A political
offenders may be previously monitored by the police in advance of the incident.Are
Yamagami-Kimura the same? ! !
*Nazi CIA's hidden maximum doctrine is atheism, therefore Ω, the Unification Church and the
crime of religious camouflage are endless. The ruling party, Liberal Democratic one is US
maneuvering political machine,the religious cult the Soka Gakkai Komeito is also the same,

⑷Yamagami shotted Blank Gun to exPM Abe in order to expose the outrageous outlaw
crime of the unification church(CIA).,the foundation was deeply supported by J.Korena Abe
family.Yamagami’s coming trial could alter the future of Japan depending on how it unfolds.
Both Abe and Kishida are at Korean CIA core for Japan's control, and if Yamagami's blank gun is
proven, the Abe Kishida W-U.S. agent structure may be collapsed. Therefore, judicial authorities
and defense attorneys must ensure there is no injustice in detention and interrogation for him.
http://777true.net/Sound-analysis-proves-the-gun-of-Yamagam_%20who-allegedly-assassinate
d-exPrime-Minister-Abe_was-highly-likely-to-be-blank-gun.pdf

https://ccce.web.fc2.com/zt.html
http://777true.net/Sound-analysis-proves-the-gun-of-Yamagam_%20who-allegedly-assassinated-exPrime-Minister-Abe_was-highly-likely-to-be-blank-gun.pdf
http://777true.net/Sound-analysis-proves-the-gun-of-Yamagam_%20who-allegedly-assassinated-exPrime-Minister-Abe_was-highly-likely-to-be-blank-gun.pdf


❸Lawless Political Police Suppression invisibly organized in nation wide..
Author may be a prisoner of Yokosuka Guantanamo Base,thereby,he can observe their
behavior with Japan police(JP),with Japanese Korean(JL),with Japanese communist(JC).

⑴Organization by Tax the strongly corrupted upside down society in Japan.
Also he guess being of strong,but unknown hierarchical organization enabling unified order
by USOM the top commander in occupied Japan.Now everybody know strong hierarchical
commanding system of police(military=self defence force=SDF) ,and central-district public
officer society,in there,none can deny ordering by higher class.Now they(public officer by
tax)are strong fascism ruling system by USMO.They are not servant of nation people the
strong tax payers,which cause upside down cursed nation Japan.

⑵Organization the Taxpayers without Samurai?.
Then how about major None Government Organization business and city-town-village life
society?.Business could be many variety,however major enterprise are bureaucratic,
while many small company(the major part in Japan) under the rule of them may be not so
free.The many subcontractor company‘s death or alive was ruled by the higher hierarchy.
By anyhow,any entrepreneurs seem very nervous for political affair,thereby they entirely try to
follow the major opinion annouced by the few established media the supreme corrupted,
and by the supreme corrupted J-Police.
*Samurai in battle field nation era.

They are always facing on his death or alive,so they are very rational in management and brave in decision

to act.Some were good at even foreign affairs in the great navigation era world.Now it is very hard to find

samurai in Japan.For long in nation wide,,now invisible degradation education has been going on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MB395sJ8CmU&t=523s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9L6xCQ7GCD4

⑶nation people living in each area with police monitoring.
⒜For conserving established regime in election,more than 50% people is kept not poor,
while near 50% people had become poor by non-regular employment once illegal.The latter
are without labor union,reliable opposition political party,That is,divide and rule !!
⒝In each area,not poor person become leader connecting with police.
Invisible,but conservative group is working on ,with police intention.
⒞Even as though,it is not that people are all the sheep,for an example,it is told anti-military
base activist encountered heat attack to die in Yokosuka the US 7th fleet base..
⒟In half of southern district in Japan island(Kansai,Kyushu),it is told people are able
ambitious(similar with Chinese personality?),thereby,invisibly J.Korean the agent ruling has
been invading on there.A typical example may be emerging PM Kishida from Hiroshima.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MB395sJ8CmU&t=523s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9L6xCQ7GCD4


⑷Tokyo University(TU)Law Faculty graduates ruling has been destroying Japan on
<～skull & bonds in Yale university?>.
⒜Nazi Pensee conspiracy theory:In order to establish puppet operating politics,
make a leader with personality of ambitious,but corrupted,
⒝Top remarkable personality of TU graduates is their strong obsession for must be No1
position in his working field.It is an ambitious to be a top leader in the field.Their task is
enabling stupid enough for us Japanese,but perpetual profiting machine for US.
They has been too diligently working on fatal errors to destroy Japan.
In USOM autocrat ruling Japan,TU top elite’s top job is following illegal evil order by US,
Those are evident against the international law inhibiting intervention to domestic matter.
As for those top serious problem,they say,they also follow the US-Japan status treaty.
*)This is against UN charter law ratified both US and Japan.
*).2625 (XXV). Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, i
Thus they substantially had become too serious criminal against national profit for long.

⒞A highest status person who face his decline become Satan<Al Quran>.
This is a story ,A criminal can not evade facing their accuser.
This may be unknown in wide?,.but the most serious problem of the world history.
Both the Bible and Al Quran’s the 1st task may be facing this problem<Class Struggle by
Marx>.As was mentioned in above,J-Police ruled by TU graduates has been working on for
lawless deeds,so it is inevitable to face their status decline by disclosing crime by accuser
on their serious crimes destroying nation.This can not be authors illusion,but imminent fact
on which now he has been facing in the real times.For these decades,everyday in his life,he
faced outlaw deeds.Even as though,entirely nothing criminal arrest !.Not only he,in his
neighbor area, there are many suspicious enough events,lost friends,money.
⒟Awful envy deeds against colleague Japanese,
By anyhow,we must be No 1 position,so such they can not be allowed

⒠Top Power in Money.
It is entirely upside down world,that the TU graduate had destroyed the fundamental
function of the central bank by terrible wasting about 400trillion yen/10 years,
http://777true.net/The-Journalism-Academism-the-Upside-Down.pdf
This enable stupid financial perpetual motion machine? by stable difference of merit
between Japan and US.Above all,limitless money supply insure coming hyper inflation
destroying Japan.
⒡THE CONCLUSION<5/3 is memorial day of the Constitution!!>:
TU law faculty must teach graduates to obey the law and the request of tax payers.
Then they could simply turn to hero in new Japan,who had accomplished the revolution..
Not No1,but HERO the Japan Savior !!

http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
http://777true.net/The-Journalism-Academism-the-Upside-Down.pdf


APPENDIX_1：The Strong Suspicion on the Distance Similarity<correction 2023/5/13>.
⒜2010Haiti_earthquake<HAARP Facility was located in 600km Pueruto Rico>
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake

Haiti was the first Independent Winning Nation by African Emigrants.

⒝2011/3/11.North east Japan Big Earthquake. period of Democrats party government.

HAARP radiating EM wave and reradiated ESW must be perpendicular at ion sphere.
at about 300km height.

                     

滋賀県甲賀市信楽町神山

                

600km

Ion sphere height is about 300~400km for
plasma resonance density 2,7x1013/m by 46.5MHz

Haarp Locations Worldwide Map
https://www.medicdebate.org/node/1959

600km

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake
https://www.medicdebate.org/node/1959


＊some details related with HAARP<big correction 20235/13>.
Into going EMW and outgoing ESW are certainly perpendicular with each other.
Then note EMW refracts downward to ground at a height in ion sphere.
①Path Geometry of HAARP radiating EMW and reradiated ESW.
*EMW=ElectroMagnetic wave,,ESW=ElectroStatic Wave.

plasma resonance electron density height in ion sphere＝HP(ρ(fH)), ρ=(fH/0.9)2.

EMW electrical force direction
θ =ESW propagation direction

Distance of target epicenter from HAARP location＝LT.
☞:HAARP is not movable device,so the upper limit LT limits possible attacking area.

Small  can make LT longer,while attenuation EMW becomes stronger in ion sphere.

②Ion sphere refraction height with electron density<ρ=(fH/0.9)2 >.
Low density molecular in ion sphere become ion by charge separation between +charged
nuclei and negative charge of electron by strong irradiation from sun.As the consequence,
electron density coarsely depends on height,
③plasma resonance electron density=n by frequency＝fP.
fP＝0.9 n.→→fP＝46.5MHz,,,,,,,,,,Main frequency of MU radar Kyoto U.

http://www.cc.utsunomiya-u.ac.jp/~yugami/plasma/8.pdf
https://www.rish.kyoto-u.ac.jp/mu/detail.html
④Ion sphere height for n(46.5MHz)=2.7x1013/m3 is estimated about 300～400Km?
https://earth-planets-space.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40623-022-01693-4
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/s40623-022-01693-4.pdf
Max N＝1012 is about 350km(fig1)、
It is certain,those dairy fluctuate by wide range.
An actual observation on the density TEC, n=1013/m3.

http://www.cc.utsunomiya-u.ac.jp/~yugami/plasma/8.pdf
https://www.rish.kyoto-u.ac.jp/mu/detail.html
https://earth-planets-space.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40623-022-01693-4
file://C:\Users\User\Downloads\s40623-022-01693-4.pdf


⑤About more details on 2011/3/11.North east Japan Big Earthquake.
The 3/11 was mainly damaged by Tsunami wave synthesized by sea floor small atomic
bombs,however in order to hide it,advanced HAARP earthquake attacked the region.

Earthquake by underground or sea floor explosion and natural one are clearly discriminated
by seismic wave pattern.Initial amplitude is maximum in explosion,while natural is not.Note
HAARP earthquake seismic wave is entirely the same with natural one.
Both are generated by very slow pace epicenter collapse to trigger landslide.
Also landslide to final stratum collision explosion takes slow pace to few days to few
weeks(or more for large earthquake).

PS:about on Haiti,Turkey,Syria,Japan.
Haiti ‘dangling over an abyss’, UN human rights chief says 2023/5/3

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/5/3/haiti-dangling-over-an-abyss-un-human-rights-ch
ief-says
In address to the United Nations Security Council, Volker Turk warns ‘current lawlessness’ in
the Caribbean nation requires urgent action.

Haiti: The History of Haiti<Government Absence and the Prospects>.
https://globalnewsview.org/archives/20417
The suspicious enough 2010 earthquake is strong damage for them by US.
France in the past and especially recent US tried to strongly exploit, intervene and damage
the nation,However also they tried to establish their democracy at many each times.

Because they are like that,they are damaged by US.
Maybe,this is similar situation as for also Turkey-Syria !!
Yes, they are the race must be learned by us !!

People Unite in the Earthquake Nation Damaged International Large League
={Haiti-Turkey-Syria-Japan-........!!!!!}=END-ILL HAARP !!.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/5/3/haiti-dangling-over-an-abyss-un-human-rights-chief-says
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/5/3/haiti-dangling-over-an-abyss-un-human-rights-chief-says
https://globalnewsview.org/archives/20417


APPENDIX_2:Japan Ruling Structure the Coarsely Estimated Overview.

the Lawless #56000 soldiers

Origin

parliaments-lower bureaucrats, top leaders in business,
#333,0000 laborer number=6900,0000

nation people general=1,2500,0000
J.Korean=68,7000

USA reincarnated NAZIS HOME

US occupation
Military-CIA

Korean agents
JCP,NKP agents,

Top jap police
-bureaucrat

lawless
group

USOM=US occupation Military-CIA

JCP=Japan communist party

NKP=New Komeito party=

strong power of cult in Japan

JP=Japan police=#294000

JK=Japanese Korean agent.

Self Defence Force=#230000.



APPENDIX_3:The Biden and Kishida Governments must Declare
to obey the Charter of the UN.

Both Japan and US once had ratified the law.
Both nation people must unite to urge it the government to declarer clearly in the public.
You can make the revolution only by overwhelming this actions !!!.
Then also you can be hero the nation savior !!!
*).2625 (XXV). Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, i

PS:Now many American are facing both risk of economy and political collapse.
For long,the American top elites has been being cautious against nation people.
Because,they has been exploiting also US themselves by their strong wealth power.
It has been pointed out that the deep division between Americans could turn into a domestic
crisis. However, one of the strategies is to secure a safe refuge abroad, and Japan without the
US military's tyranny could be it.Once Japan had accomplished peace time nation without war for
260years long by the Samurai power.However,now the world has been facing the extinction risk.
As for it,above all,establishing peace time of the world is the urgent highest priority task.Also
Russian and Chinese people has been suffering by the absurd autocrat ruling,thereby once a
revolution emerged,it could be a strong support for them? !!.Now in the world there are none
nation without difficult problem.After all,the cause of the difficulty is substantially almost the
same.

http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm


APPENDIX_4:Modern Japan Short History the invisible Puppet Nation of UK-US.
http://777true.net/Letter-to-the-Korean-People-in-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
[ ]:The Outline 

⑴The modernization of Japan(1868)was not real self power revolution,but UK,s conspiracy
employing KJ(in Chohsyu)as agent ruler.The Emperor is not Japanese(but KJ)..
*The most betrayer against (Tokugawa)Shogunate is me...... ......Thomas.Blake.Glover
UK weapon Merchant imported used gun to anti-Tokugawa power from USA after the civil
war,he also employed Ryouma-Sakamoto the organizer anti-Tokugawa league.
Tokugawa governance<1603-1867> had accomplished 264 years long time peace with the
friendship of Joseon envoy<1607-1811>,and Netherlands trade in Dejima<1621-1847>.
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf

⑵The aim of GLOBAL IMPERIALISTs expected Japan as hidden assisting (military)power
nation in Far East Region POLICY<Anglo-Japanese(military)Alliance=1902-1923>
They turned Japan modern military fighting dog nation<1868→1894-1945> as follows.

http://777true.net/Letter-to-the-Korean-People-in-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf


APPENDIX_5:Response?!!! against this report by the EQ Weapon Betrayers in Japan.
Also author is a political threatening target by EQ weapon operated by the betrayers.
Due to the attacks,the victims and the economical damages are serious enough.
The nation people must opt the Nation Independent,or not(they are allowed to kill author).

[１]:The Events Time Series,
⑴Recent times,author had been accusing Kyoto University as for the injustice and wasting
research in elementary particle theory.They rejected Yes or No 3-simple,but strong
questions on exposing the fact,They also developed and is operating MU radar the HAARP.
He also reported the fact to the education minister in the Kishida government.
⑵G7 meeting is to be held 5/19 in Hiroshima Japan,where PM Kishida was elected.
Author sometimes requested them to expose the fact turning the world destiny.

Japan's Kishida, Military Ambition Featured on U.S. Time Magazine
https://sp.m.jiji.com/english/show/26221
He is a faithful agent the weapon salesman.
http://777true.net/Petition-Letter-to-Hiroshima-Citizens.pdf
⑶2023/4/29:Wrighting this report was started.
2023/5/3:This report was up loaded 777true.net
⑷2023/5/5:EQ{M6.5,M5.8} attacked Noto peninsula in north middle Japan.
http://777true.net/Noto-Earthquake-20230505-the-Suspicion.pdf
http://777true.net/Shut-Down-MU-the-Power_2.pdf
At that time,author engaged in analyzing possibility on nation wide total default.
The idea shall be sold to the Bank of Japan with more than deadly 1000trillion debt.
The most damaged is Suzu city(a local city with older people),while authors name is Suzuki,
In NHK’s EQ breaking news on there,’they repeated same contents for half hour.
⑸2023/5/5-6:sleepless 2 nights of author by the JK neighborer noise intervention
The lawless police ignored the evident crime by neglecting his security request.
＊Recent times,authors health condition is not good,but the works is possible. His poverty is due to the
30 years(1993) long economical suppression by US.The Biden presidency must do justice !!.

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

⑹2023/5/11EQ{M5.2} attacked south Chiba near Tokyo.
This EQ attacked also author-himself, but with no damage⑵.Tokyo people were all
shocked(psycho operation).Luckily,the damage seemed not so serious.
⑺023/5/13:16:10_EQ(M5.1)attacked Sea near the Tokara Islands.
Author is now writing this report.The damage is not reported at this times.

https://emergency-weather.yahoo.co.jp/weather/jp/earthquake/20230513161031/
They could operate EQ weapon,however they can not turn all the Nation People their enemy.
So they attack almost local area(far from Tokyo)with less population,but not more one.
This is a insidious pseudo private war caused by the betrayers of NAZIS USA.
Japan criminal law clearly ban such treason<Article 81,82 of the Penal Code>
Note US and.....has been repeatedly accusing Russia’s lawless invasion Ukraine.
But it is them who has been substantially lawless against the world.

https://sp.m.jiji.com/english/show/26221
http://777true.net/Petition-Letter-to-Hiroshima-Citizens.pdf
http://777true.net/Noto-Earthquake-20230505-the-Suspicion.pdf
http://777true.net/Shut-Down-MU-the-Power_2.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
https://emergency-weather.yahoo.co.jp/weather/jp/earthquake/20230513161031/


[２]:Exposing the Facts could Turn and Unite the World ?!!!.
In a Time of Universal Deceit—Telling the Truth Is a Revolutionary Act....G.Orwell.
“If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn’t we have to turn it over to get it to
stand up straight?”....Eduardo Galeano,............... http://upsidedownworld.org/
⑴An Independent & Peace could Accomplish a Stable Way of Life in any Races !!!.
Revealing the truth about the current state of Japan is a shameful content that shows their
incompetence, but looking back on history, they achieved a record 260 years of peace times
without war. The content was intense exploitation and poverty in production technology, and
not everyone was rich. However, Westerners who came to Japan at the starting point of
modernization Japan, where the peace formed a single culture and a basic spirit of the
nation people, were surprised at the heterogeneity that they did not have.Although they
were poor,they lived in not dirty,but simple and naive life without illiteracy due to an
elementary personal education system for all people..

⑵Continental People have been Plagued by Perpetual Cross Border Wars.
Their strong logic of action is to deal harshly with those who oppose them,take great care of
those who become support allies.This is very reasonable.Then you could see that as for a
lonely top ruler(the exploiter), almost the people seem potential opposer !!!.This is the origin
of Class Struggle(K.Marx),which had already been recognized by Ancient Jew People
<Moses with the follower who were against Tyranny of the Egyptian Monarchy>.They were
revealed new concept of Religion as for coping with human-themselves,while former
Religion is told as for coping with the nature.Thus they became decisive enemy of the
European Nobility(American the Wealthiest).
Christian religion intended political revolution,but turned moral teach by their defeat.
.........J.W.Goethe.
NAZIS was established in order to destroy Jew by the wealthy American Autocrat.
Defeated NAZI person with technology was secretly imported to US establishing CIA-
military industry complex,who had invisibly conquered almost the world now.

⑶Once again,Time has Come to Defeat NAZIS by GLOBAL UNITE with the Fact.
Recent years outrageous and unprecedented disasters damaging massive global people
was caused by NAZIS USA(also American themselves became big victims).The increasing
victims could not be stopped,but would prolong for the time being,unless we can settle.
This fact was predictable due to their cursed ideology{people and nation are those who are
exploited by nobility supremacy,set an enemy to keep perpetual hegemony struggle}.
＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
They are wreaking havoc and disaster all over the world.Such outrageous insidious enough
secrets can not be concealed for long,but many evidences had been revealed at now.
Author could not help to warn that global people at now are almost illiteracy on the deadly
fact.Once we had overcome the cause,we could win by global unite with the truth.

http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

